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the social gospel in american religion a history - the social gospel in american religion a history christopher h evans on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers a remarkable history of the powerful and influential social gospel movement the global crises of child labor, liberal studies florida state university - course area not a general education course designations diversity in western experience y w state mandated writing this course will engage theories of race discrimination and oppression as it relates to african americans we will systematically and objectively examine the sources of american oppression and explore how it shapes the life chances of african americans from just prior to, apostles of reason the crisis of authority in american evangelicalism is an accessible yet meticulously researched addition to our understanding of our religious history it should be of great interest to scholars of religion and american culture the journal of american culture molly worthen makes a significant and provocative contribution to the rich recent literature on, university of california press on jstor - founded in 1893 university of california press journals and digital publishing division disseminates scholarship of enduring value one of the largest most distinguished and innovative of the university presses today its collection of print and online journals spans topics in the humanities and social sciences with concentrations in sociology musicology history religion cultural and, jstor viewing subject history - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, liberal theologians by dr c matthew mcmahon a - the following is an overview of how modern theologians are thinking and writing about theological issues in the contemporary church theologians have been influenced by society churches and academic institutions over the last 150 years towards a modernistic approach to doing theology
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